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Mobilizing cryptocurrency for the masses
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1. Executive Summary Crypto Vault is dedicated to enabling everyone to utilize cryptocurrencies. Whether you’re  trading or using cryptocurrencies, we’re mobilizing coins and tokens for the masses. 



1.1 What are Crypto Vault & Vault Token? Imagine having one app that you could access from your phone, computer, or tablet, an app with all  of your currencies in a single place, one where you could see the value of those currencies and their  change over time. Now picture a button that allows you to instantly buy or sell your digital currencies  at the best price across all major exchanges. 



Crypto  Vault  is  that  app.  It’s  more  than  just  a  wallet  —  it’s  an  enablement  platform. It’s a launching pad that propels you into cryptocurrency.  Vault Token (VTN) is the power behind Crypto Vault. It will be released by Crypto Vault and run on the  Ethereum network. The token provides the development muscle for the wallet and provides our user  base with an even better experience. When you purchase Vault Token, you’re enabling a platform  which, in turn, enables you. It’s a mutually beneficial relationship that provides the strength Crypto  Vault needs to ensure the platform is as powerful as possible.    Crypto Vault will be open to everyone, but owning Vault Tokens and staking them will give you an  improved membership status. When Vault Tokens are held at stake, holders will enjoy lower fees for  changing other currencies. The more coins you stake, the lower your fees and the faster you can  access your digital currency. Having a store of Vault Tokens is the best way to expedite your  cryptocurrency use. 



1.2 Why is Crypto Vault Needed? There is no single wallet or exchange that can handle more than a handful of digital currencies.  Investors and users trying to obtain multiple currencies or diversify their investments are stuck having  to use multiple wallets. If currency holders are going to get the most out of their currencies, then  they’ll need a single wallet which can manage everything in a secure manner. Until Crypto Vault, this  single wallet didn’t exist.    Exchanging currencies gets even more complicated, and involves a multi-step process that might  have to change your coin two or three times to get to the exact currency you want. That process gets  even more difficult when you’re trying to do it from your phone. By integrating with all of the major  exchanges, Crypto Vault will be able to take care of all of those exchanges at the push of a button. 
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1.3 Crypto Vault Compared to Exchanges & Wallets The biggest names in multi-currency wallets and exchanges are all lacking in one or more major  components, drastically limiting the capabilities of coin holders and drastically limiting the reach of  newer, less established currencies. Crypto Vault is dedicated to supporting as many currencies as  possible. We will continue to grow our number of currencies as long as there are strong new  currencies out there to include.  Coinbase



Jaxx



Changelly



Bittrex



Crypto Vault



# currencies held in wallet



4



58



None



190+



150+



# currencies exchanged



4



None



75+



190+



150+



Direct to Fiat



Yes



No



Buy - Yes Sell - No



No



Yes



1.4 Crypto Vault Key Features The key features of Crypto Vault are designed to enable coin holders and make it as easy as possible  to buy, sell, and use your coins.    Feature



Purpose



Currency management



Buy, sell, send, receive, and store multiple currencies on a single platform



Debit/credit card integration



Every currency supported can be purchased with a debit or credit card



Cold storage



Secure cryptocurrency storage on non-networked computer



Easy value view



See what your currencies are worth in your local fiat currency or compared to Bitcoin



Multi-currency profile view



See all of your currencies and their total values in one single view



Multi-exchange integration



Exchange currencies for the best price by automatically searching multiple exchanges



Currency price normalization



Increased purchasing at lowest prices will normalize prices across multiple exchanges



1.5 Technology Summary   ●



●



Crypto Vault will consist of two primary technologies:  The  Wallet  System  will  support  holding  the  currencies.  Initially  this  will  be  a  mobile-friendly  web  application  that  will  be  accessible  from  any  device.  After  the  Vault  Token  launch  is  complete,  development  of  the  mobile  app  will  begin  to  make  it  easier  for  users  to  buy,  sell,  send, receive, and track currencies from their phone.  The Exchange System will utilize APIs of other exchanges to buy and sell currencies. Initially  we will use an exchange that supports many cryptocurrencies, but additional exchanges will 
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be added over time. The end goal is to check prices across multiple exchanges to find the best  rate.    The vision of Crypto Vault as a true currency-enabling platform is a lofty one that will take time to fully  realize. By launching Vault Token, we will be able to secure the strength of the system and quickly  move Crypto Vault towards its full realization as a wallet and exchange platform that supports all  major cryptocurrencies. 



2. About Crypto Vault Currency democratization is at the heart of cryptocurrency, from the ability to easily purchase coins  right down to the blockchain technology itself. People around the world all become part of the same  financial ecosystem, unconfined by geography or established relationships with financial institutions.    There is, however, one hurdle still preventing unilateral entry: technological proficiency. In order to  currently enter the market, someone needs to have a certain degree of technical ability beyond that  of the average user. Holding, buying, and selling multiple currencies gets even more complicated,  especially when using currencies other than the top few. Any holder endeavoring to enter the greater  cryptocurrency market must have the technical proficiency capable of managing multiple wallets and  instigating multiple currency exchanges when buying and selling.    Crypto Vault furthers the democratization of currency by removing this technical proficiency hurdle.  We’re building more than just a wallet — we’re building an enablement platform that will allow  anyone to enter the wider cryptocurrency market.    When designing Crypto Vault, we built core capabilities around what it truly means to enable holders.  That enablement must include: 



Accessibility Holders must be able to access their wallet on any device from any location.   Freedom  Holders need the freedom to buy, sell, send, receive, or hold any currency they wish.



Knowledge  Holders need to be able to find the current value of their currency to make informed decisions Security  Holders need to have complete confidence that their currency is safe.  



Usability Using all of the above capabilities must be intuitive and the software must be accessible for users new to the cryptocurrency world.



  The vision for Crypto Vault is to provide all of these capabilities. Some of them will be part of Crypto  Vault at the launch, others will be funded by the Token Launch of Vault Token and rolled out as  quickly as possible.     
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Accessibility



Freedom



Knowledge



Security



Usability



At launch



Web-based application formatted to work on mobile devices



5 currencies supported



Show current value of coins in Bitcoin and USD.



Ability to have online and offline wallets.



Web-app with intuitive UX that makes approach easy



6 months



Native app launched for iOS and Android



+5 new currencies supported First exchanges for buy/sell functions



Add graphs for portfolio history



Start FDIC application to protect users currency.



Single button exchange added on mobile app



1 year



Continued +10 currencies support for +2 exchanges both web app and mobile app



Add portfolio rebalancing option



Continuous upgrade to latest security standards



FIAT Buy and sell functions for all supported currencies



Ongoing



Continued Continuous support for addition of both web app currencies and mobile app



Continued improvements in cryptocurrency knowledgebase



Continuous upgrade to latest security standards



Continued support of major currencies within wallet.



Feature



Purpose



Currency management



Buy, sell, send, receive, and store multiple currencies from a single platform



Debit/credit card integration



Every currency supported can be purchased with a debit or credit card



Cold storage



Secure cryptocurrency storage on non-networked computer



Easy value view



See what your currencies are worth in your local fiat or compared to Bitcoin



Multi-currency profile view



See all of your currencies and their total values in one single view



Multi-exchange integration



Exchange currencies for the best price by automatically searching multiple exchanges



Currency price normalization



Increased purchasing at lowest prices will normalize prices across multiple exchanges



2.1 Differentiators & Competitors Currently there is no wallet on the cryptocurrency market that is attempting to encompass the scope  of Crypto Vault. The closest competitors of note are the multi-currency wallets Jaxx and Coinbase. 
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Feature



Coinbase



Crypto Vault



Currencies supported (As of Dec 30, 2017)



Bitcoin Bitcoin Cash Ethereum Litecoin



Bitcoin Ethereum Ripple Litecoin Neo Dash Vertcoin Qtum Stellar Lumens Cardano Vault Token …and more on the way!



Complete Profile View



No. Users can view each of their currencies, but can’t see the whole value of their portfolio.



Yes. A profile view allows users to see the total value of all of their currencies in a single place.



Bottom Line:



Coinbase is a strong platform focused on expanding the use of Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum, and Litecoin through their wallet, exchange, and merchant capabilities.



Crypto Vault is an enablement platform focused on expanding the use of cryptocurrencies as a whole. It’s built to be inclusive of as many currencies as possible.



If you’re going to hold a variety of As long as you only stick to those cryptocurrencies, then you’ll four currencies, you should be need Crypto Vault’s flexibility. fine.



Feature



Jaxx



Crypto Vault



Exchange Support



Yes. Exchanging with Jaxx requires sending coins through shapeshift, while this does work, it incurs many fees to do it this way.



Yes. Integrated APIs from multiple exchanges make exchanging coins from your wallet easy and fast.



Buy Directly



No. Users can send cryptocurrency to their Jaxx wallet, but they have to be obtained elsewhere.



Yes. Users will be able to purchase their cryptocurrency of choice directly from our platform.



Complete Profile View



No. Users can view each of their currencies, but can’t see the whole value of their portfolio.



Yes. A profile view allows users to see the total value of all of their currencies in a single place.



Bottom Line:



Jaxx is a strong platform focusing on the core service of wallet support for some of the biggest currencies. Their platform is designed for those who obtain their cryptocurrency elsewhere.



Crypto Vault is an enablement platform focused on expanding the use of cryptocurrencies on a whole. It’s built to be inclusive of as many currencies as possible. If you’re going to hold and use a variety of cryptocurrencies, then you’ll need Crypto Vault’s flexibility.
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2.2 Exchange Integration Crypto Vault is designed to integrate with some of the largest exchanges in the cryptocurrency space.  This decision to work with existing exchanges instead of starting our own has several key benefits for  Crypto Vault:    Project Focus  Better Rates   Price Normalization  Integrating with  Using multiple  Over time, trading  exchanges instead  exchanges allows  from multiple  of creating a new  the software to find  exchanges will help  exchange allows our  the best rate for  normalize the rates  resources to be  users, thus ensuring  and values of  better spent on the  that they get the  currencies, leading  mission of enabling  most value for their  to a more stable and  holders of all  coins.  predictable market.  currencies.      Crypto Vault’s mission is to enable multi-currency holders. After extensive research and planning, the  best way to fulfill that mission is to integrate with multiple digital currency exchanges. Like full  currency support, this will be an ongoing project as more and more exchanges are integrated. At the  Token Launch, the wallet will integrate with Bittrex, a leading exchange that supports the exchange  of more than 190 currencies. 



2.3 Security and Cold Storage   The Crypto Vault software and all communications to or from it will be encrypted to the highest  standards in the cryptocurrency space. For additional security, no payment information will be stored  by Crypto Vault.    For online wallets, Crypto Vault will hold a majority of funds in offline storage, while regulating the  available funds to ensure users can send and receive their cryptocurrency without any delays. For  long-term security, offline storage will also be available as an option. Users will be able to put some of  their coins into secure, offline (cold) storage while keeping other coins connected and available to  receive transactions. This functionality will be similar to how banks offer checking accounts and  savings accounts. It allows users to keep the bulk of their currency secure while giving them funds to  trade, exchange, and use. 



3. Vault Token Vault Token (VTN) is the power behind Crypto Vault. It will be released by Crypto  Vault and run on the Ethereum network. The token provides the development  muscle for the wallet and benefits users as they interact with the cryptocurrency 
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space. When you purchase Vault Token, you’re enabling a platform which, in turn, enables you. It’s a  mutually beneficial relationship that provides the strength Crypto Vault needs to ensure the platform  is as powerful as possible. 



3.1 About Vault Token Crypto Vault has big ambitions, and achieving those ambitions will involve a lot of work. The roadmap  for Crypto Vault is very long, with new currencies and exchanges added on a regular basis. Vault  Token will help fund this work, allowing us to get Crypto Vault up to full functionality as soon as  possible.    But the functionality of Vault Token goes beyond generating the initial support it provides to users. In  order to buy and sell altcoins (alternative coins and tokens to bitcoin) in a timely fashion, we will need  to have a certain amount of every currency we support in storage and accessible. With our goal to  support as many currencies as possible, this quickly adds up to a large amount of currencies. Using  Vault Token, we’ll be able to purchase these currencies to give users faster access to coins and  exchanges than other wallets. These faster transactions will be supported by robust automated  exchange systems that will continue to work in the background and ensure that there is enough  supply of altcoins. 



3.2 Vault Token Blockchain Vault Token will run on the Ethereum network. It will be supported by the miners on that network and  be secured by the strength of the Ethereum blockchain. Building it on the Ethereum network will also  allow Vault Token to be more easily integrated into wallets outside of Crypto Vault in the future. 



3.3 Purchasing Vault Token & User Benefits Initially, Vault Token will bought and sold through the Crypt Vault wallet and only available to the  Crypto Vault user base. Staking Vault Token, which will be done in 30-day intervals, gives holders a  membership status with lower transaction fees for exchanges and currency purchases. The discount  levels are tiered based on the amount of Vault Tokens the user stakes. While their VTN is staked, those  tokens will not be available for selling and sending, but the user will be able to send, buy, and sell  other currencies at a discounted rate.  Amount of VTN Held



Transaction Fee Discount



1,000



-0.2%



5,000



-0.4%



25,000



-0.6



100,000



-0.8%



250,000



-1%



There will be a limited supply of 50,000,000 VTN in circulation. As the cryptocurrency space grows,  and cryptocurrency transactions become more regular, this token becomes more beneficial.  
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4. Token Creation & Token Launch



4.1 Vault Token Creation Vault Token has already been created and is ready to be implemented into the Crypto Vault wallet.  The wallet itself is in beta development. By the time of the token launch, Vault Token will be  completely integrated into the wallet and the wallet will be available for use.  



4.2 Token Launch Details The token launch will release 50,000,000 Vault Tokens. The launch will last for 1 month or until all  tokens are purchased, whichever comes first. Early purchasers of Vault Token will receive a bonus  depending on how early they purchase their tokens. For example, a purchase of 1,000 Vault Tokens on  week one will give the user a total of 1,150 Vault Tokens.  Purchase Date



Bonus



Week 1



15%



Week 2



10%



Week 3



5%



Week 4



No Bonus



Vault Token will initially only be available through the Crypto Vault wallet. 



4.3 Signing Up for Crypto Vault & Purchasing Vault Tokens   Crypto Vault is already in it’s beta version, so users can already sign up for their wallet. The initial  currencies at launch will be Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, Litecoin, Neo, Dash, Vertcoin, QTUM, Stellar  Lumends and Cardano (not necessarily in that order, but most likely). Vault Token will be listed as an  available currency, but will not be available for purchase until the token launch starts.     In order to purchase Vault Token, users will first transfer their digital currency into Crypto Vault. That  currency can then be exchanged for Vault Token directly through the Crypto Vault website.    By the end of the token launch, Crypto Vault will have a large user base with a strong value core that  ties Vault Token to established cryptocurrencies. As a result, Crypto Vault will have the robust  foundation necessary to help launch the wallet and achieve its mission. 
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4.4 Distribution of Token Launch Funds The majority of funds gathered from the token launch will be used to provide the foundation needed  for users to buy and sell cryptocurrency. 5 million of the total 50 million tokens will be withheld for the  Crypto Vault team, in other words only 45 million will be available for users to obtain in the token  launch. The complete distribution of the token launch funds will follow this distribution plan:    ● 50% - Kept to facilitate users to buy/sell cryptocurrencies  ● 16% - Set aside for legal & regulatory use, including any potential regulation or certification  from the government that will be introduced. This will help ensure the stability of Crypto  Vault.  ● 16% - Used for salaries for employees and for wallet development  ● 10% - Marketing and positioning to gain more users  ● 5.5% - Emergency Reserves  ● 2.5% - Business supplies, include cold storage, servers, other hardware, and office space    The distribution rates follow Crypto Vault’s user-centric model, splitting the funds so a majority of the  funds go to the long-term stability of Crypto Vault and for providing better service for its users.  Unclaimed tokens during the launch will be held by Crypto Vault in a separate pool and able to be  obtained by users at the non-launch cost.  



5. The Crypto Vault Company



5.1 Crypto Vault Monetization The company’s long-term growth and profit will be based on two sources of income:    1. Transaction Fees - The primary source of income will be transaction fees. Each fee will  individually be small with the goal to enable users to easily make a large volume of  transactions. We also plan to batch transactions that are sent from our users which will give  them lower transaction fees, and give Crypto Vault a portion of the funds saved.   2. Accelerated Integration Fees - As Crypto Vault gains in users and strength, more coins will  want to be integrated into the system. Projects that want their coin or token to be integrated  into our wallet sooner can apply for accelerated access, which would put them next on the  integration queue. Any coin applying for this access will be carefully vetted and only receive  access if they pass the evaluation of their team, mission, and product. Once granted, coin  issuers will pay a fee and provide tokens to Crypto Vault to allow currency support. 
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5.3 Crypto Vault Team         DEREK MEYER 



JACK STANLEY 



Founder 



Co-Founder 



          JESSE JOHNSON



DANIEL CHRISTIE 



Lead Developer



Back-end Developer 



          ISABEL JONES  Marketing Coordinator   



5.4 Contacting Crypto Vault General Email: i [email protected]  Website: h  ttps://cryptovault.co  Twitter: h  ttps://twitter.com/CryptoVaultCo  Facebook: h  ttps://www.facebook.com/CryptoVaultCo 
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